2012 ford escape fuse box diagram

Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Ford Escape , , , , If
electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and
blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check
the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside
the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Check the appropriate fuses before
replacing any electrical components. The fuse panel is located on the right-hand side of the
center console, by the instrument panel. Remove the panel cover to access the fuse cover.
Press the tabs on the top and bottom of the fuse cover to remove. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Always disconnect the battery before
servicing high current fuses. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage
rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could
start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use always an
intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center. Main Page.
This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but
you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Years of production: Ford Motor Company is popularly known
as Ford. The company was established in Ford deals in both commercial and luxury range of
cars. They sell commercial cars under the brand name Ford, while their luxury cars are sold
under the Lincoln brand. One of the most popular ranges of cars by the company is Ford
Escape. It is a compact crossover vehicle sold by Ford since over four generations. Ford
Escape is the second-generation range of crossover vehicles. It was first marketed in The
company continued the production till , after which they took the vehicle to the next generation.
The car was designed based on the CD2 platform and the same followed for all the current
Escape models as well. Ford Escape was designed with a lot of innovative features. One of the
important ones was the electronic stability control system. This was included in Escape The
company later updated the car model and made a few changes. This included a new grille
design with larger headlamps in the front. Not just that, but they also re-designed the sides with
rounder wheels arches and cleaner lines. They even made changes to the interior of the car.
This included the addition of the Ford Family navigation system. This was an enhancement
made with the help of software control to the Electric Power Steering system. The company
ended production on the second-generation in For over 4 generations, Escape has offered
customers a comfortable experience. It is one of the best range of Ford cars available. The
power distribution box is located in the engine compartment. Login Register. Always
disconnect the battery before servicing high current fuses. Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse box. Volvo
C30 I - : Fuse box. Diamond Jim helped make these videos. The video above shows how to
replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Ford Escape in addition to the fuse panel
diagram location. Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high
beams, power windows all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have
a fuse that has blown out. If your Escape is experiencing electrical problems, you should always
check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some
Fords have multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you
where the interior fuse box of your Escape is located. If your Escape has many options like a
sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have
multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in
question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Escape, make sure you replace it with one
that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the
component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted
professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced
or if there is a short or some other problem with your Escape. Hans Angermeier has produced
over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic
repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Do you ever get into your friend's

car and notice a bad smell? A dirty cabin air filter could be the culprit. Carmakers are hiding
interior fuse boxes all over the place these days - see how to check your interior fuses here! Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Fix minor oil leaks. Learn how to diagnose and fix minor
oil leaks in your car. Bad odors inside? Check this. Replace reverse light. White light when you
back up - yup, they burn out and you can replace them with bright LEDs. Check for a blown
interior fuse. See all videos for the Ford Escape. We have a massive and growing video library,
but we don't have everything A plastic fuse puller tool should be included on the underside of
the engine bay fuse box cover. If not, you'll need a pair of rubber insulated needle nose pliers.
Press the release tabs on the front and back of the fuse box to remove the cover. Lift the cover
straight off and set it aside in a safe place. There is a fuse panel diagram on the underside of the
cover and also one in the owner's manual. The plastic fuse puller tool should be attached to the
underside of the fuse box cover. It was missing on this Escape XLT so I had to use a pair of
needle nose pliers with rubber insulated handles instead. The interior fuse box panel is located
underneath an access cover on the front passenger kick panel. Insert your finger in to the notch
at the bottom of the cover and pop it out of the kick panel. There is a fuse location diagram on
the back side of the cover and also one in the owner's manual. To use the fuse puller tool, pinch
the end of the tool to open the jaws at the tip and place them over the old fuse. Release the
pressure on the end of the tool and pull the old fuse straight out. To check if the old fuse is
"blown" or "short circuited" hold it up to a light source. If the thin metal strip inside the fuse
appears to be intact, it is most likely still good. Since new fuses are so inexpensive, it should
still be replaced as part of your electrical issue troubleshooting steps. If the metal bar in the
translucent plastic middle part of the fuse appears to be broken, the fuse is blown and must be
replaced with one of the same amperage rating. Push a new mini blade fuse straight in to the
socket. Line up the engine bay fuse box cover and snap it in to place. Line up the passenger
compartment fuse panel cover and push it back in to the kick panel. If you found this guide to
be helpful, please consider making a small donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note:
I am not a registered charity. Donations are not tax deductible. Engine Bay Fuse Box. Press Two
Release Tabs. Engine Bay Fuse Panel. This automotive "how-to" guide was specifically written
to assist owners of the second generation , , , , and Ford Escape SUV in replacing a shorted out
or "blown" electrical fuse in either the engine bay or passenger compartment fuse panels. Fuse
Panel Diagram. Front Passenger Kick Panel. Interior Fuse Panel. The engine bay fuse box is
located at the right rear corner closest to the driver's seat. Pull Out Old Fuse. Hold Up To Light
Source. Push In New Fuse. Pull the fuse that you want to check or replace straight out of the
panel. Line Up Fuse Box Cover. Snap Cover In To Place. Pop In Kick Panel Cover. Replace the
fuse puller tool on the underside of the engine bay fuse box cover. Paul's Travel Pictures is a
participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program
designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to
Amazon. Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Ford
Escape , , , , , , If electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been
overloaded and blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any
electrical parts, check the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. If electrical components in the
vehicle are not working, a fuse may have blown. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band
inside the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Check the appropriate fuses
before replacing any electrical components. The fuse panel is located on the left-hand side kick
panel , or on the right-hand side of the center console, by the instrument panel Remove the
panel cover to access the fuses. To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse
panel cover. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current fuses. Always replace a
fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage
rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with
anything other than a new fuse. Use al
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ways an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center.
Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always
Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Park lamp relay, Front position lamps, License lamps,
Tail lamps, Park lamp relay coil , Trailer fuse, Illumination fuse.

